Bangladesh emits 44 times less carbon per
person than the United States, 42 times less t han
Australia and almost 37 times less than South
Korea; by 2050, an estimated 50 million people
within Bangladesh will be displaced due to
Climate Change. Where will they go?
In Asia, women earn 40% less
than men. 83% of domestic workers
worldwide are women and almost
half of them are not entitled to the

minimum wage.

62 people in the world own as
much wealth as half the world's
population - 3.6 billion; and just 1%
of the world's population owns more
than the other 99%.

$30billion is hidden

in tax havens. Corporations
extract $100 billion from
developing countries through
tax evasion every year.

More than a third of women worldwide
have experienced physical or sexual violence in their
lifetime, mostly by a male partner.

In an entire year year a
Bangladeshi garment worker will
make less than the Walton Family,
who own Walmart, make in

one single second.

Trade Agreements give corporations the

power to sue sovereign governments in secret
tribunals if new national laws or policies could
reduce expected future profits. Mining companies can
sue governments if they are not given new licenses
or are forced to clean up their mess. Water companies
can sue governments for introducing polices to
protect the people's right to water. 24 countries
have been sued for trying to collect corporate taxes.

Imodel
n the past 30 years one global economic and political system has defined the development model: Corporate Capitalism. This
assumes that ‘development’ and ‘growth’ are synonymous, and that the more money moves around, the more countries
‘develop’. When GDP growth counts as development - war becomes more beneficial than peace, illness more beneficial than
health, consumption more beneficial than care, private profit more beneficial than public commons.
Governments facilitate Corporate Capitalism by reducing public spending, privatising public assets and services, reducing any
regulations on industry, promoting cheap and flexible labour, signing trade agreements, and taking corporate ‘donations’ to
political parties.
This model of development has completely failed the majority of the Earth. It has channelled wealth from working people to the
rich, and from developing countries to wealthy countries. It has contributed to the warming of our Earth, caused the displacement
of millions of people, lowered real wages, increased labour migration and caused finance, environment, food and energy crises
which continue to devastate the lives of women in the global south. The world urgently needs a new model of development, a
model that asserts the right to development for all peoples over private profit.

We need

DEVELOPMENT
JUSTICE

A model of Development Justice should be framed
by five foundational shifts:
1. Redistributive Justice aims to
redistribute resources, wealth, power
and opportunities to all human beings
equitably. It compels us to dismantle the
existing systems that channel resources
and wealth from developing countries
to wealthy countries, and from people
to corporations and elites. It recognises
the people as sovereigns of our local and
global commons.

2. Economic Justice to develop
economies that enable dignified lives,
accommodate for needs and facilitate
capabilities, employment and livelihoods
available to all, and is not based on
exploitation of people or natural resources
or environmental destruction. It is a model
that makes economies work for people,
rather than compels people to work for
economies.

3. Social and Gender Justice aims
to eliminate all forms of discrimination,
marginalisation and exclusion that
pervade our communities. It recognises
the need to eliminate patriarchal systems
and fundamentalisms, challenge existing
social structures, deliver gender justice,
ensure sexual and reproductive justice and
guarantee the human rights of all peoples.

4. Environmental Justice
recognises the historical responsibility
of countries, and elites within countries
whose production, consumption and
extraction patterns have led to human
rights violations, global warming and
environmental disasters. Environmental
Justice compels those responsible to
alleviate and compensate those with the
least culpability but who suffer the most:
farmers, fishers, women and marginalised
groups of the global south.
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5. Accountability to Peoples
requires democratic and just
governance that enables people to
make informed decisions over their
own lives, communities and futures. It
necessitates empowering all people,
but particularly Indigenous and the
most marginalised, to be part of free,
prior and informed decision making
in all stages of development the
development processes at the local,
national, regional and international
levels.

www.apwld.org
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